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Adorable! This game is engaging and all of the characters are interesting. I don't want to ruin any surprises - but trust me, if you
enjoy a dating simulator set up VN style you do not want to miss this game.. Change or be unworthy of love. Perhaps a bit harsh,
but that appears to be the message of this game. You are Natalie, a lazy college student who gets a job in a flowershop because
her parents want her to get a job somewhere. You arive, meet the eccentric locals, including four potential love interests. Each
has two stats he likes, you must work hard to level up those stats in order to unlock their romance ending. Several of these guys
will make a point of informing you (DURING your romance scene at the end) about how pleased they are you're nolonger some
lazy spoilt brat, but a decent person they don't mind loving. While Steve in the previous game did have a character arc of
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personal growth, none of his love interests were cruel enough to point out they wouldn't have looked twice at him without it.
Like Summer in Fairbrook, this is basically farmvill meets dating sim. You grow flowers, you sell flowers, you get to know and
try to date guys. It sadly renders 'Summer's ending moot, as when you meet Steve here he's single (so he evidently failed to
romance anyone last time) but the advantage is you could date him now if you like. The 'crisis' point midway through lacked
much of the personal urgency of the one in the previous game, or perhaps that's becaues I'm not all that invested in Susanna's
safety. In summary, I did enjoy this game, but it is very flawed.. Good Sim game.. VERY short game, (it literally took me a little
over an hour to complete) not a fan of the story-lines either. Honestly, this game wasn't even worth what I paid for it, and I
certainly wouldn't reccommend buying it. - The characters weren't bad, and I did actually enjoy learning about them, however
little the game actually promotes their individual personalities. - The visual representations of the characters were poorly drawn
however. Especially when compared to the backgrounds, as the game runs like a story. While the backgrounds were also
somewhat poorly drawn, it seemed as though there was a lot more attention paid to detail when compared to the characters. -
Also, sadly, the conversation flow just wasn't there. Everything seemed terribly forced, and hardly romantic. Not to mention that
the main character that you play is a whiny putz (and frankly I wouldn't use any of the lines they put forth for her). As I didn't
play the first game, and this is a sequel of sorts - I have nothing to compare it to other than other dating sims/games in general,
so forgive the mostly Con related viewpoint of the review in that aspect. As weird as it is, I'm a big fan of dating sims and would
love to try as many as possible. This game just didn't cut it for me. Luckily, I bought it when it was on sale, so if you're still
wanting to try it after all that - then at least buy it on sale.. This visual novel is a sequel of sorts to Summer in Fairbrook. Like
that game, you end up in Fairbrook to. learn responsibility. This time, though, you are pursuing the boys. Trent, Jacob, and Steve
return from the previous game (which I guess assumes Steve didn't win any of the girl's hearts), and a new guy, Ryan shows up
(more or less to be the voice of reason in the game). Some of the features of the prior game have also been streamlined. There
are nine endings. One for ending up alone, and two for each hero. A normal ending and a special ending. The only difference
between the two is that one you have $400 in your wallet at the end of the game for the specials. It is a nice game for those who
like the type (Winter Wolves doesn't disappoint).. This is one of the best visual novels/dating sims I have played. The characters
are layered and interesting, they never are just what meets the eye. All the endings are cute and sweet, giving everyone a happy
ending. It was a real mood-lifter after playing some visual novels where if you want to get all the endings you have to romance
people you really dislike or make wrong choices to get the worst ending. In this game there is no such thing as a bad ending. The
farming and time management was surprisingly fun, I didn't expect to get as much out of it as I did. Seriously, this is one of the
best games I've played. If you're thinking about getting it, DO IT.. I was able to play through the entire game in about an hour,
the only choices are ones that lead to either an increase in a particular character's opinion of you or a decrease. There is only one
event that happens in the whole game. You can spend your time working gardening, but there's no point, since there is literally
nothing to buy except for more seeds.. The fact that all boys' stories are relatively interconnected and you need to interract with
at least some of them to get the required stats for the one you are going for means that you will have seen all of their dialogues
multiple times by the time you are through with all branches of the story. That is, unlike well-thought out otome, where you do
not get to know other characters when you are going for one - or where their dialogue changes depending on which branch of
the story you are on, here the entire dialogues remain the same save for the endings. This makes for a pretty boring experience,
which is unfortunate, because this is a cute little game. I only recommend you get this if you find it at a great sales price,
otherwise I do not see it as value for what you get. Once you have seen it once, it becomes not only repetitive, but it is also short
(ignore my playtime, I idled a lot with this game).. A nice, simple, funny and cute hearthwarming game, i definitely enjoy it. If
we speaking about cons, than i can tell that gameplay can be a little repeative and characters more or less stereotypic sometimes,
some routes are more complex and interesting than others (though i guess it depends from your point of view). But game also
has cute scenes, especially final ones (snow fight and last romance scenes are wonderful, you should see it yourself), nice art,
funny moments and light hearthwarming atmosphere, that reminds about schoolcollege days. Don't expect someting serious - it's
a nice and little naive teen romance that definitely has its own charm for those who love such things. Still cannot say that game
worth full price, i bought it on sale and recommend it for sale price.. I found all the characters really boring, including the main
character is extremely shallow and lazy, not someone I wish to play as the protagonist. She is also rude and very selfish. I don't
understand why she is so strange looking compared to some of the other females in the game which are pretty and feminine.
And also the males look like 12 year old boys, act also like little boys and not men and don't feel comfortable trying to romance
any of them due to this really young look and personality. Felt like this game was made for little kids and not young adults, also
the mini games didn't get you anywhere, money made didn't provide anything either to do so felt like I was grinding for nothing
and couldn't really get anywhere in the game.
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